REGISTRATION FORM

Cancellation Insurance GROUPAMA

Surname : ………………………………………………………………………

First name : ………………………………………………………………………….

Address : ………………………………………………………………………

Postal Code : ……………….

Date of beginning of stay : …………………………………………….

Country

Date of end of stay

Insurance premium to pay : 7 Euros per week

: …………………………………………..

Town : ………………………………………..

: ………………………………………………………………………….

Persons included in the stay :
LEASE PRICE

Persons included in the stay :

PREMIUM TO PAY

I, the undersigned, declare that I subscribe stay cancellation insurance and acknowledge that I am aware of the general and individual
conditions an extract of which appears in this membership form. Date :
Sign :
Please fill the coupon and return it to : Camping Château Lez Eaux – St Aubin des Préaux - 50380 SAINT PAIR SUR MER.
No agreement application form can be taken into consideration without the corresponding payment.
The insurance premium payment has to be done concomitantly to the reservation date.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GROUPAMA guarantees the refund of all the amounts paid to the CAMPSITE in case of cancellation for the following reasons :
A - Serious illness, injuries or death of yourself, your spouse or your concubine partner, or your ascendants parents or descendants, son-inlaw, daughter-in-law, or other persons mentioned in the lease agreement.
B - Accidents making leading to important damages that happen in your home, one either of your holiday home or in a company you own
before you leave, and that must need your presence in at the damaged location on the damaged place the day of your leaving.
C - Impossibility of taking possession of the rented accommodation place rent as the result of yourself, your spouse or your partners own
dismissal termination of employment or transfer or those of your spouse or your concubine on condition that the notification written by the
employer has been made after the date the guarantees take effect.
D - Impossibility of reaching the rented place accommodation rent by the road or by train the day planned to get the accommodation place
rent and in the following 48 hours, as the result of strikes or road blocks that avoid the circulation. These events must be testified by the mayor
or every any other qualified authority from the city of the place of holiday.
E - If the insured party has you have to cancel or to abandon your trip in the 48 hours leading-up to or following the contractual date when
the rent begins, because of the interdiction impossibility of living in the campsite in case of pollution or epidemic.
F - Extension of the rent for more than one week : For all the events that stand above in paragraph A, and that lead to a break of stay for
more than 2/3 days of the initially planned period of the rent, the amount of the compensation « cancellation » will be calculated in
proportional to of the remaining time of your stay between, the day the tenant you leaves the campsite and the end planned in the contract.
Limit amounts guaranteed
The amount of the guarantees reaches is the limited of to 2000€ maximum
GROUPAMA does not insure the damages that are directly or indirectly linked to :
Deliberate facts or fraudulent strategies made by yourself (owner or tenant)
An international war (you have to testimony evidence that the disaster loss is the result of another fact)
A civil war (the insurance company has to testimony evidence that the disaster loss is the result of a civil war)
All the effects directly or indirectly linked to an explosion, a heat release, irradiations due to transmutations of atomic nucleus or
radioactivity, or disasters losses due to the effects of irradiations radioactive contamination caused by artificial acceleration of
particles.
Terms in case of disaster loss :
Except in case of fortuitous disasters or in case of force majeure, you must inform the campsite in writing and supply all the useful
documentary evidences within the 5 days that follow the date you know you will not be able to come to your rented accommodation. Then
the administrator of the campsite will send these documents to GROUPAMA

